	
  

What Patients Are Saying about the Breast BFFLBag®
Over the summer, I was diagnosed with breast cancer and needed a double
mastectomy. I was so scared that the lump I found had spread to my lymph nodes. It
made me feel so good when my friend bought me the BFFL bag. Most importantly, it
was such a thoughtful gift. The bag itself is so cheerful and fun – you have to smile. I
had quickly looked through the contents but couldn’t really focus with everything
going on. I just took it to the hospital figuring what ever I needed would be in the bag –
and it was perfect!! — Randi
“I can not tell you how wonderful it was to receive a Bffl bag prior to my surgeries for
breast cancer. I love my pillow and even after healing from surgery I have my pillow on
my bed and sleep with it nightly. On a recent camp trip I had to wrestle my pillow from
my 6 year old grandson. He apparently loves it too! My duffel bag is awesome and all
the wonderful supplies inside the bag from creams to notebooks to card holders and
bandages……the list is awesome and made the whole experience of treatment so
much easier. In the past for friends of mine with cancer diagnosis I have struggled with
what I could do for them and now I know what I can do….Great gift of love from one
friend to another!” — Terri
Just to let you know, the bag arrived today and I love it! It is so cute and practical!
When I ordered it I was preparing myself for a purely prophylactic bilateral
mastectomy. Yesterday I received a breast cancer diagnosis. So receiving the bag via
FedEx delivery was a real treat. Thanks again. — Joelle
My friend continued to use the pillow through all her further surgeries. She is currently
cancer free and feeling really good. I am delighted that I was able to show my support
by giving her the gift of comfort via the pillow. — Amy
My friend, Debbi, brought the bffl bag to me after my surgery. It was so bright and
cheery. I just had to write to you and let you know that this is the BEST idea! Better
than flowers. Debbi and I played cards and I loved the wisp toothbrush—didn’t have to
get out of bed. Keep up the great work.” — Jackie
The pillow was the perfect gift for me after my mastectomy. It feels great and takes
the pressure off my incision. My daughter came to visit me in the hospital and she
borrowed it to rest her arm while nursing her baby! — Ann
I am sitting here recovering from my double mastectomy and am IN LOVE with the
cushie pillow—feels like heaven under my arm. I received a little bffl bag care package
from the hospital and it has made such a difference in my recovery! –Debbie
Rangonig

